Bio of Larry Richard, J.D., Ph.D.

Dr. Larry Richard is recognized as the leading expert on the psychology of lawyer behavior. He has advised the majority of the AmLaw 200 law firms on leadership, management, and related issues such as teams, change management, talent selection, assessment, and other aspects of strategic talent management. Widely known as an expert on the lawyer personality, he has tested over 40,000 lawyers.

A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania Law School, Dr. Richard practiced law as a trial attorney for ten years. He then earned a Ph.D. in Psychology from Temple University. For more than 20 years, he has provided consulting services exclusively to the legal profession. Formerly with Altman Weil, and more recently with Hildebrandt, he recently launched his own consulting firm, LawyerBrain LLC, which focuses on improving lawyer performance through personality science.

He is a frequent author and speaker on the use of positive psychology and applied behavioral science in helping law firms to succeed.
Practice Areas and Specialties include:

- **Leadership Development**: We design skill-based, interactive programs to turn lawyers into leaders.

- **Fixing Dysfunctional Behavior**: When lawyers don’t play well together, everyone suffers. We help firms repair morale problems, friction, factions, and other forms of negative behavior. We help develop positive, cooperative behavior among even the toughest, most skeptical lawyers.

- **Facilitating Difficult Conversations**: We lead retreats, foster dialogs, and use the science of organizational behavior to structure conversations that make it possible to move from suspicion, disagreement, or indecision to agreement and action.

- **Building Teams**: Using our Team Science method, we help lawyers to develop into high performing teams. This methodology works well with senior leadership teams; small practice groups; client teams; and industry teams.

- **Providing 360-degree, upward review or personality feedback**: We custom-design multi-rater assessments just for law firms. If you want a user-friendly upward evaluation system that is highly accurate and credible, our Assessment Science system is unique in the industry. Built from the ground up just for lawyers, it uses the latest research in behavioral science to make your investment pay off.

- **Overcoming Resistance to Change**: Are you implementing project management? Lockstep to Levels? A new accounting system? Change is hard for people in general, and harder for lawyers. We partner with your content experts in all of the above areas, adding our expertise in the psychology of change to insure that you actually achieve buy-in for the change. We help design methods that overcome expected resistance and actually lead to your people adopting new behaviors in the end.

- **Selecting Talent**: Using a unique screening method developed over 20 years of working with thousands of lawyers, we can help your firm identify candidates who fit the firm or a specific practice. We can also help you do a better job of identifying potential rainmakers, leaders, or star performers. And we can help you weed out jerks.

- **Coaching Lawyers**: We do 3 kinds of one-on-one coaching—(1) Performance Coaching to take star performers to the next level; (2) Leadership Coaching to bring out the strengths and improve the effectiveness of your top leaders; (3) Remedial Coaching to address underperforming partners.